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COMMAND PERFORMANCE
Frankie Laine

CL 625—Extended Play B-475

SONGS OF THE WEST
The Norman Luboff Choir —.
CL 657—Extended Play B-506, B-2003

One doesn’t know Paris—one has a love affair
with her. And no more than a touch is needed to
make any but the stodgiest unromantic her champion forever, because Paris is like one’s first love
—no other city, no other place, however short or
long-lived the acquaintance, can ever again be
quite so enchanting, so provocative, or at times
so thoroughly exasperating.
Paris is a city that allows no time for sleep—
for rest, yes, but not for sleep. There is too much
to see, too much to do, and above all there is the

‘GIRL MEETS BOY
Jerry Vale, Peggy King and Felicia
Sanders
CL 713—Extended Play B-535

It is sometimes said by the cynical that Paris
is just a huge trap for willing tourists, but if such
is true, then the native Parisian must be counted
a willing tourist, too, because he is right alongside
the guide-book-carrying visitor at the Flea
Market, haggling over a price that both sides
know will be lowered at the propitious moment

for a final sale that usually represents no more
a bargain than could be found in the established
shops of the Saint Germain quartier. He, too,
occasionally thrusts a leary foot into the fleshpots

light. Where else does one want simply to remain

of “‘wicked Paree’’ and yells with indignation at

outside for the sheer pleasure of being surrounded
by light! Nota bright glitter, but a soft luminosity
that blendsand meldsand melts andinsomeromantically insidious way creeps inside the willing visitor to make him smile with warmth and invitation
at complete strangers. Even the gray hours of
winter have their Parisian mellowness of tone to
make the day seem warmer out-of-doors than in.
And nighttime never develops the pitch-black
quality of other areas. It is more a charcoal darkness that glimmers with some hidden warmth.
Even the artificial lights can attain a softness
they lack everywhere else. There is the velvety
glow of spots and floods that lights up such
national monuments as the Are de Triomphe on
the Champs Elysées, that sharply etches the
facades of buildings against the sky like backdrops in a theatre and creates shimmering crystal
chandeliers of the fountains in the Place de la
Concorde and at the Rond Point. Then there are
the stabbing, beckoning lights of Montmartre’s
boites de nuit, each bent on outdoing the other in
enticing the customer to see what lies behind.
And as they, along with the night, fade behind
the higher one climbs in Montmartre, one finally
experiences the pinnacle of true light at Sacre
Coeur as the sun rises to be reflected like gold
lemé in a thousand window panes.

the astronomical prices that greet his sallies. He
spends his leisure in the galleries, respectfully
courting the Louvre’s ubiquitous Mona Lisa,
marveling at the breath-taking designs of Sainte
Chappelle’s stained glass windows. And on
Thursdays he turns them all over to his children
who wander through the corridors of culture in
long queues, listening with solemn respect to the
explanations of their schoolteacher guides, soaking up knowledge so eagerly that oftentimes the
ten-year-old son of the humblest worker is more
thoroughly acquainted with periods of design than
the foreign college graduate.
Then there is the Paris where everyday living
seems one enormous labyrinth of frustration to
the uninitiated foreigner for whom time is still
of the essence. Where a drycleaning proprietress
will promise your suit for three days hence, then
refuse to give it up for three weeks because it
makes a good advertisement hanging in her
window. Where a cabdriver is a paragon of uncompromising independence as he in no uncertain
terms refuses a customer unless the customer is
going the way the driver himself wants to go.
Where a maid must shop for groceries every
morning because of her mistrust of newfangled
contraptions like electric iceboxes and her consequent perpetual incomprehension that eggs and

THE VOICE—FRANK SINATRA
CL 743—Extended Play B-7431,
B-7432, B-7433

DAY IN HOLLYWOOD
Doris Day
CL 749—Extended Play B-7491,
B-7492, B-7493

SARAH VAUGHAN IN HI-FI
CL 745—Extended Play B-7451,
B-7452, B-7453

butter and milk can be kept fresh for more than a
single day. Where a parking ticket can assume the
red-tape proportions of a murder trial in another
country, and a garage mechanic apparently must
dismantle a complete car to repair a flat tire.
Where directions are cavalier and mailing a
letter can be a two-hour job. All maddening at
the time but strangely endearing in retrospect.
And there are the French themselves with their
stoical indifference to another’s annoyance but
wko can dissolve that annoyance in a flash with
the unexpected courtesy, a quick jab to the heart.
The maid who, to conserve hot water, leaves the
dishes greasy but somehow discovers your birthday and presents the ‘“‘perfect rose.’”’ The concierge who views all your comings and goings
with glowering suspicion but mysteriously learns
of the cold that developed overnight and appears
in the morning with a cup of hot consommé. The
aforementioned cabdriver who paternally warns
you if you appear headed for a spot that will be
too unhealthy for the pocketbook. The barman
who serenely overcharged you every night for a
week but two years later remembers your face
with a smile of welcome and a drink on the house,
then proceeds to overcharge you all over again.
There is the Paris where no one thinks you are
headed for ruin if you spend an afternoon idling
along the Seine or stay up all night to glory in
the early-morning freshness of color at the Flower
Market. Where the hungry student on the Left
Bank puts on a tie with his best suit for an evening
out, crosses the river to have one drink at the Ritz
Bar and eat its hors d’oeuvres for dinner. Where
that hole-in-the-wall produces Maxim’s-type food
at one-tenth the price and that little window up
there looks on a dressmaker who produces Diortype creations at one-twentieth the cost.
Such is Paris—all these things, and for those who

have felt its touch (and for those who have yet to
feel it), the music inside will bring it close again.
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The symbol “360” SOUND is the summa cum.

laude of high fidelity.
It is your GUARANTEE that each record so designated has been engineered and individually tested
under the supervision of the Columbia Sound
Laboratory.

Starting with the taping of the performance,
through strategically placed wide-range microphones, every step in the manufacturing process
is checked for peak efficiency—including an actual
laboratory-calibrated playback of each disc before

it is released.
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Not only original masters, but stamper testpressings are required to match, in A-B tests, the
tapes from which they were derived.

Only such rigid control permits production of
recordings covering the entire 30 to 15,000 cycle
range within a plus or minus 2-decibel tolerance.
Like the 360 degrees of a perfect circle, ‘360’
SOUND is the true spectrum of high fidelity.
For this reason Columbia Records, the oldest
name in recording and creator of “Lp’’, GUARANTEES without reservation the fidelity of this ‘360’

SOUND record.
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